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Middle Tennessee's economy is characterized by a diverse mix of industries. The Nashville Area Chamber’s long-term economic development
strategy has identified five target sectors that drive Middle Tennessee's economy and provide a concentrated focus for strategic growth within
the region: corporate services, health care management and information technology, music and entertainment, advanced manufacturing, and
distribution and trade. Building on the Nashville region’s successes and core competencies, companies within these target sectors experience a
built-in network of existing expertise, strong growth potential, an available and educated workforce and decades of proven success.
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Inside Bridgestone Americas North American headquarters expansion
Why did you choose to have a headquarters in Nashville and

Have there been any specific programs that have helped

Bridgestone Americas could do business anywhere in the U.S. –

Bridgestone appreciates the support of our many community

and after a competitive process, we chose Nashville to locate our

partners who make Nashville a great place to work and live. There

headquarters because it’s a great place to work and do business. This

is a perception that all manufacturing and automotive jobs are

expansion is a tremendous opportunity for Bridgestone and the

assembly line jobs, and that’s not the case. We are working to change

Nashville region.

that perception by starting our recruiting process early and being

continue to expand in the region?

Bridgestone succeed in the Nashville region?

active in the community through special partnerships and programs
Selecting new locations for our headquarters and another office

with different educational institutions. A few examples are below:

facility was not a simple task – the process was thorough and
required thoughtful consideration, analysis and cross-functional

1.

input across several sectors of our businesses. The Nashville area

mechatronics program and partnered with Bridgestone

Motlow

State

Community

College

expanded

its

was selected after an extensive and intensive review of locations,

to create a 2,200-square-foot training facility on-site at

including cities across the country, and was selected for its great

Bridgestone Americas’ LaVergne Tire Manufacturing Plant

quality of life, competitive business costs, capacity for growth and

to prepare students to move quickly into high-skill jobs.

strategic location.

In addition, Bridgestone Americas’ tire manufacturing
facilities in LaVergne and Warren County provide internship

Bridgestone Americas has a longstanding and strong footprint in the

opportunities for students to gain hands-on experience while

Nashville region with deep existing ties to the community, and this

completing their degree.

region provides strategic proximity to several manufacturing sites
and large groups of teammates. We’ve been a proactive member of

2. Middle Tennessee State University is the first university

the Middle Tennessee community for 36 years. We are committed

in the country to offer a bachelor’s degree in mechatronics

to making the community in which we work a better place to live.

engineering, and Bridgestone offers paid internships
dedicated this field.

What has your experience been in hiring talent in the
Nashville region?

3. In 2015, Maplewood High School opened a training center,

Nashville is home, and we’re proud to be here. The Bridgestone

which represents a true collaboration between Bridgestone

business portfolio provides a unique opportunity to experience a

Americas, our retail division (Firestone Complete Auto Care)

wide variety of career experiences. We believe this type of career

and Metro Nashville Public Schools. The center provides

experience is in line with what working professionals are looking

assistance with making the curriculum ASE-certified.

for in an employer today. Coupled with the 2017 opening of a state-

Through dual enrollment at Nashville State Community

of-the-art new corporate HQ located in the heart of downtown

College or Volunteer State Community College, students

Nashville, we are confident in our ability to compete for the best

have the opportunity to earn up to three college credits in

talent in Middle Tennessee as we move forward.

maintenance and light repair. They can also take the exam
for the ASE professional certification, a key step in starting a

We believe Middle Tennessee is an attractive job market. Nashville,

career or post-secondary education in automotive technology.

in particular, is drawing more and more qualified workers to the city

Students who complete the training program and graduate

as the region has grown and diversified. We feel very fortunate to be

can enter the workforce immediately.

based in this thriving community, and with our new headquarters
building downtown and our facility in Antioch opening in 2017, we
are proud to continue to invest in its growth. One of our biggest
challenges is the sheer volume of roles we will be looking to hire
in the coming years as we expand into our new headquarters and
establish our facility in Antioch.
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Contact us
The Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce’s top-ranked economic development team is dedicated to assisting you with your business
relocation or expansion across the 10-county Nashville region. We serve as a single point of contact to make your transition into the Nashville
region as smooth as possible. Our services include:
• Providing regional research and data
• Assisting with comprehensive real estate searches
• Coordinating with all regional economic development partners including State of Tennessee, Tennessee Valley Authority and local entities
• Facilitating company and site consultant visits to the region
• Creating customized talent recruitment plans
• Assisting with employee and family relocation process
For more information or assistance with your site selection process,
please contact Courtney Ross at 615-743-3022 or cross@nashvillechamber.com.
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